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For many products-based companies, returned 
goods are an afterthought. They’re seen as simply a 
cost of doing business, and the fastest way to get rid 
of them is usually the preferred option.

Tony Sciarrotta, executive director of the Reverse 
Logistics Association, describes returns as a “black 
hole,” without a budget or dedicated department. 
Many items sent back to retailers or manufacturers 
are simply destroyed or handed off to liquidators at a 
fraction of their original price. Too often, recovering 
as much money as possible from these orders is not 
the priority; speed and convenience are.

That mindset has started to change as the value 
of returned merchandise increases every year and 
retailers keep a closer eye on expenses to combat 
rising costs. U.S. consumers returned $428 billion 
worth of items in 2020, representing 10.6% of all  
retail sales, according to the National Retail Federation 
(NRF). That already striking number is climbing 
quickly, the trade association found—the monetary 
value of returns has risen more than 15% in just  
two years.

Online shopping is the biggest force behind that 
surge. The pandemic changed buying habits, and 
online purchasing now accounts for almost 20% of 

retail sales compared with less than 16% in 
2019, per ecommerce trade publication Digital 
Commerce 360. Consumers return online 
purchases three to four times more frequently than 
in-store purchases, presenting a growing problem 
as online accounts for a greater share of total retail. 
Part of that is due to “bracketing:” 62% of shoppers 
have purchased an item in multiple sizes or colors 
with the plan to return some items, according to a 
study by software vendor Narvar. But retailers know 
that a negative returns experience will drive some 
customers away permanently, so they’re hesitant to 
take certain steps to limit returns.

Although there are ways to reduce the number of 
items that come back, the total volume is unlikely 
to drop in coming years, especially if ecommerce 
is a key sales channel for your business. All of this 
has led to a reckoning around reverse logistics. 
It’s a messy problem with no single solution, but 
ignoring it will be costly.

This guide will reveal strategies to improve your 
reverse logistics operations in a way that lowers 
costs and boosts profitability.
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9 Strategies to Maximize the
Profitability of Returns
The strategies below will help you not only protect 
your bottom line but create the experience 
customers increasingly expect. What is often a 
negative experience can be made painless, and thus 
increase the chances of turning a one-time buyer 
into a loyal customer.

1. Improve inventory visibility across the operation. 
Many returned goods can be resold to recover some 
or all of the money lost to a refund. But to minimize 
obsolete inventory and increase the chances of 
reselling products at full price, they need to be made 
available across all sales channels—and quickly.

To make this happen, returned goods must be 
inspected, cleaned, repackaged and categorized 
right away. They should be tagged and sorted based 
on whether they’re immediately ready for resale, 
resalable at a discounted rate (reconditioned, open 
box), damaged, recyclable or not recoverable.

Anything that can be resold must be returned to 
inventory as quickly as possible and made available—
that bracketed and returned size-medium shirt might 
be exactly what another buyer is looking for. This 
requires cross-channel fulfillment capabilities and full 
visibility into inventory and orders. Employees must 
be able to pull up orders and inventory levels across 
locations, whether they’re working in a store, call 
center or warehouse.

Access to complete, timely inventory data is essential 
to many of the strategies outlined below. This 
information can minimize the number of times an 
item changes hands and thus reduce shipping costs 
and cost of goods sold (COGS).

2. Offer omnichannel returns.  
“Omnichannel” has become part of the retail lexicon 
over the past decade, but it doesn’t just apply to the 
point of purchase. Retailers also need to support 
returns across and between channels. For example, a 
set of dishes purchased online should be returnable 
in store, if applicable, or through the mail. Many 
retailers are also adding third-party partners that 
process returns for the business.

More brands also allow curbside returns, which 
started out of necessity during the pandemic 
but have come to provide a convenience many 
consumers enjoy. Customers start the returns 
process online, then call the store when they arrive. 
An employee comes outside to take the items out 
of their cars. Shoppers receive a refund without so 
much as leaving the driver’s seat. Retailers need 
to consider adding this option if they don’t already 
support it.

Enabling omnichannel returns requires that employees 
can view orders made via all channels, but merchants 
that can pull it off distinguish themselves and drive 
repeat sales. Offering returns through any channel 
can also increase average order value, because 
customers can shop with confidence knowing that 
if a certain product doesn’t meet their expectations, 
returning it won’t be a hassle.

Buy online, return in store (BORIS) 
has become common among 
omnichannel retailers not only 
because customers appreciate and 
have come to expect it, but because 
many end up making another 
purchase during their visits.
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3. Promote exchanges and upsells. 
When a customer brings something back, exchanges 
and upsells are obvious silver linings for the business. 
Employees also boost the chances of “saving the sale” 
by suggesting a replacement for something that’s 
returned, such as telling a shopper that a similar toy is 
now in stock. However, this happens too infrequently.

Whether a customer initiates a return online or 
in-person, the website or store associate should 
immediately ask why the item is being returned, 
recommend an exchange and show replacement 
options, like different sizes or similar items, before 
offering a credit. For in-store returns, if a replacement 
item isn’t in stock, associates can instead offer to have 
it shipped right to the shopper’s door—if they have 
visibility into available inventory.

This is critical to not only saving the sale and 
increasing customer satisfaction but for driving 
additional revenue. For instance, a customer who 
found ski boots uncomfortable might be interested 
in replacing them with a higher-end model that 
has additional cushioning. With upsells, companies 
move beyond recapturing revenue lost in a return to 
actually increasing sales.

4. Validate all returned goods. 
Many businesses lose far more money to fraudulent 
returns than they realize: Almost 18% of items are 
returned without receipts, and about one-sixth of 
those transactions are fraudulent, per an NRF survey. 
The person may have bought the product elsewhere 
or, worse yet, stolen it.

Businesses could require a record of purchase for 
any return; that could be a receipt or a digital record 
of the transaction. Some systems can capture a 
serial number and UPC barcode every time an 
item is sold or shipped, so when someone later 
brings it to a customer service desk for a return, 
the employee can immediately tell whether it was 
purchased from the company and whether it’s still 
within the return window.

This saves retailers from losing money on 
unwarranted refunds. Before Walmart adopted a 
system like this, 8% of its returned items weren’t 
even purchased from the company, Sciarrotta said.

5. Create the right returns policy. 
No single returns policy will work for every company, 
or even every item a company sells. Retailers must 
strike the right balance with a policy that isn’t so 
lenient that people take advantage but also isn’t so 
strict that it deters initial or repeat purchases.
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First, retailers need to think about what they sell. 
It makes sense, for instance, for an office supplies 
store to have a longer return window than an apparel 
retailer, because its goods are not as seasonal or 
trend-based. Companies that sell a wide variety of 
goods should have category-specific return policies. 
Electronics and clothing are two sectors where 
shorter windows make sense because the goods 
they sell age quickly. However, the policy should be 
created with the understanding that most customers 
do not buy products planning to return them.

6. Consider a reverse logistics partner. 
Companies that are just beginning to address reverse 
logistics challenges should consider a partner that 
specializes in this area. Different partners will offer 
different levels of service—some may just sort or 
refurbish returned goods, while others will handle 
everything from shipping to sorting to resale, giving 
the original seller a cut of the sale.

Moving Toward a  
Circular Economy
The tremendous volume of returns in 
the United States is not only a financial 
problem, but an environmental one. 
Textiles account for almost 8% of all solid 
waste sent to landfills, according to the 
EPA, and returned merchandise makes 
up some part of that. Research indicates 
that consumers pay attention to the 
sustainability practices of the companies 
they buy from—69% of North American 
consumers say it’s important to buy from 
environmentally friendly brands, and 
globally, more than 70% would pay more 
for sustainable items, per a study by NRF 
and IBM.

That aligns with the rising number of brands 
that build new products with sustainable 
or recycled materials or have programs to 
reuse old items. They are doing their part 
in supporting what is called the “circular 
economy,” referring to the effort to extend 
the life of products by finding an alternative 
for used goods aside from a landfill or 
incinerator. Repurposing or recycling 
returned goods is a central component of 
this shift to a circular economy.

But keeping an increasing volume of returns 
out of landfills is also a bottom-line strategy: 
Reselling or repurposing returned items can 
help recover part of the initial investment 
and reduce waste.

Reverse logistics providers have 
processes and systems that allow them 
to execute returns efficiently. They can 
also collect feedback on why items 
are being returned to help their clients 
address those issues.

Paying a third party to handle returns is still a net 
gain if those goods are currently being tossed or 
taking up space in a warehouse. The business can 
learn best practices from these partners as they 
grow and eventually build out their own reverse 
logistics operations.
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Part of the advantage partners offer is that they have 
facilities dedicated to reverse logistics. In most cases, 
returns should not be sent to warehouses that also 
handle forward logistics. Employees at those facilities 
are not used to handling goods that are often unboxed, 
assembled or in poor condition. Additionally, most 
warehouses are designed to handle boxes and not 
loose goods of all shapes and sizes, which can make it 
inefficient to manage order fulfillment and returns out 
of the same building.

7. Reuse, recycle and salvage items whenever possible. 
Consumers are paying more attention to the 
environmental practices of the brands they buy from. 
Businesses that can repurpose or recycle goods they 
can’t resell at full price can build positive brand equity 
with customers while also saving money.

For example, apparel retailer Marine Layer’s “Re-
Spun” program accepts old t-shirts and repurposes 
the fabric into new shirts. Metals can be extracted 
from electronics and used in new products.

Again, working with partners that specialize in these 
efforts can be a shrewd investment. A company 
focused on reuse and recycling could sort through 
returned goods to determine which are worth 
fixing or refurbishing for resale and which should 
be recycled, then handle the next steps. There’s 
a healthy market for used goods, with brands like 
Patagonia, The North Face, Dell and HP all selling 
such products through their own channels.

8. Minimize product touches. 
Merchants know that every time a product moves, no 
matter its direction in the supply chain, it costs money. 
The fewer times an item moves after it’s returned, the 
more room there is to recover some of the money lost 
on a return.

In-store returns are one great way to reduce touches 
and minimize shipping costs. The best outcome is the 
product is then re-sold at the store, but it could also 
be used to fulfill an online order. If it’s a summer item 
returned to a cold-weather city during the winter, it 
could be sold online to a customer in another region 
or inspected at the store and then sent directly to 
another store further south.

Any of those options is preferable to a return traveling 
from a store to a returns center and then back to a 
store or fulfillment center. Each extra step increases 
COGS and eats away at a profit margin. But all of 
these more efficient methods require the ability to see 
inventory across all locations.

9. Consider the full lifecycle and feedback 
in product development. 
Reducing the waste created by returns requires 
thinking about an item’s end of life when it’s first 
designed. What raw materials are used to make a 
good, and can they be recycled or reused years 
down the road? Is this item something that will hold 
up for a substantial period of time instead of quickly 
needing to be replaced? Can the goods be easily 
reconditioned to build value for a secondary market?

Similarly, organizations should collect feedback 
from customers on why they’re returning items 
and consider that as they develop new goods. 
About 75% of the time, nothing is wrong with a 
returned product, but it didn’t meet the customer’s 
expectations, according to a study Sciarrotta 
conducted. So what could be changed about this 
product to better meet customer expectations?

For some companies, this is a fundamentally different 
approach to product development, but one that 
should mitigate reverse logistics costs and headaches 
later. It requires collaboration between procurement, 
design, customer service and other departments.
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5 Questions with Reverse Logistics Association Executive Director Tony Sciarrotta

Q: What do most people not understand about reverse logistics? 

A: The misnomer with reverse logistics is, a lot of people think it’s about moving goods. It’s not. If you’re going to be successful 
in reverse logistics, your focus has to be No. 1 on the customer experience, No. 2 on the messaging that you deliver to those 
customers. There’s so much that can be done to prevent returns in the first place and that’s one-third of the job. Another third is 
figuring out, how do you move the stuff efficiently. The last third is what do you do with the stuff? How do you maximize  
asset recovery?

Q: Why have returns garnered more attention in recent years? 

A: The world is paying more attention. So, I tell all these companies, you need to pay attention today. If you don’t have complete 
control of your returns, you could wind up with a nightmare and a disaster of many sorts. 

Twenty years ago, Walmart and Home Depot will tell you 75% of the returns went back to the manufacturer. Ryobi, Philips, 
Samsung took their stuff back, and they did something with them, they tried to be responsible and they’re still trying. But now 
it’s shifted. Now it’s more like 75% of returns are being liquidated by the retailers. The manufacturers wind up giving allowances 
to the Amazons and the Targets of the world and say, ‘No, you get rid of it,’ trying to distance themselves from what happens to 
those goods. That’s not a good solution, and it’s not sustainable.

Q: What are common mistakes companies make with returned goods? 

A: If you let the finance people take over, they wind up telling you, ‘You know what, it’s not worth taking back that $40 ceiling 
fan, just give the customer their money and ask them to do something with it.’

If manufacturers don’t continue to maintain control over their returns, they erode their brand and they are not in the chain 
of what happens to that product. In a nice world, it can wind up in flea markets, eBay and bin stores. But it could also end up 
exported around the world and damage the brand name.

Also don’t have your returns come back to your forward centers. That’s a common mistake retailers make—they don’t know 
what to do with their returns. But you can find a third-party partner to help you through that.

Q: How can businesses determine the best option for each returned good they receive?

A: That’s where artificial intelligence becomes more relevant in reverse logistics, because you need to make a disposition 
decision, and it should be based on what did that product sell for new, what is it selling for refurbished, used, renewed, on 
clearance, as warehouse goods? You need the capability to data mine the internet and identify each product so when it comes 
in and it’s scanned, the system says this product was selling for $100 new in our stores, the secondary market pricing now is 
around $50. That’s what AI is very intensely involved in, what to do with those products.

Q: Will reverse logistics continue to become more important in the future?

A: Yes, for several reasons. One is financial—when companies look at the end-to-end costs of multiple touches, loss of revenue 
and refunds, the costs are high, and you’ve got to get control of them. Second, customer satisfaction. That’s a growing trend. 
You want to make people happy, don’t send them something that they’re going to return, because when they return something, 
unless that experience goes really, really well, you’re going to have an enemy, and you don’t want enemies.

Then there are the aspects of the circular economy and its growing importance. Do you want to be a good corporate citizen to 
planet Earth, or do you want to get caught with your stuff in a landfill somewhere?
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Reducing the Cost of Returns
With NetSuite
Improving reverse logistics requires both strategic 
planning and a commitment from the entire 
organization. Companies must create different 
processes for handling returns based on item type 
and condition. They need a business management 
system that unifies all aspects of commerce to 
efficiently process returns and refunds and mitigate 
losses from returned goods.

NetSuite records the details of every transaction—
including order date, exact SKUs purchased and 
customer name—and makes it available in the CRM 
system. When a customer brings an item back, an 
employee can easily look up the original transaction 
based on the product serial number. If it’s within the 
return policy, they can create a return merchandise 
authorization (RMA) in NetSuite and present the 
shopper with all available options: exchange, store 
credit or refund to original payment method.

From there, an employee selects the best 
disposition option in NetSuite. This is where the 
inventory visibility provided by NetSuite’s inventory 
management system becomes critical. As items are 
dispositioned into different categories—sellable, 
repackage, refurbish, recycle, discard—they must be 
moved to the right area of the warehouse or store to 
be grouped with items in a similar condition. Being 
able to track these goods down to the bin location 
is crucial in making sure returns aren’t left in a 
forgotten corner of the warehouse.

NetSuite’s unified ERP platform brings 
together financial management,  
end-to-end supply chain management 
(including inventory, order and 
warehouse management), ecommerce 
and CRM in a single system.
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Returns ready for resale can be immediately added 
to available inventory and moved to the appropriate 
stocking location. With a unified system, these goods 
can quickly be made available to fulfill orders from 
the company’s ecommerce site, online marketplaces 
and physical stores. That increases the chance a 
product sells quickly and at close to full price. Speed 
is especially important with seasonal items that can 
lose substantial value in a matter of weeks. A unified 
system can also minimize touches and shipping costs 
because goods can be sold in the same place they’re 
returned or sent straight to a customer’s door.

The deep reporting capabilities within NetSuite also 
allow users to monitor and identify ways to mitigate 
reverse logistics costs. The system can maintain a list 
of all returns, showing their status, refund date, item 
receipt date, time from receipt to refund and other 
customizable metrics. Users can build reports that 
track the value of items returned vs. total revenue, 
percentage of orders exchanged vs. refunded, 
percentage of customers upsold and more. This 
lets you monitor improvements or spot and address 
issues before they turn into bigger problems.

Conclusion
As recently as a decade ago, Sciarrotta says, returns 
were largely an afterthought and an area of minimal 
investment. While still true for some businesses, 
that’s changing for a multitude of reasons, starting 
with the opportunity to increase profitability.

Meanwhile, there are more resources and 
technology available—like AI for product 
dispositions—to help merchants of all kinds get 
a handle on reverse logistics. Establishing the 
right people, processes and technology requires 
investment, but that’s offset by money reclaimed 
from returns, especially as they eat away a bigger 
piece of the bottom line.

The impact it has on profitability and the ever-
important customer experience make it far too big of 
an issue to ignore. By adopting some of the strategies 
outlined here, businesses can rein in their returns 
problem before it escapes their grasp for good.

Mastering reverse logistics will soon 
become critical to the success of any 
products-based organization. 
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